"In this outstanding volume, Lopez-Claros, Dahl and Groff document the existential challenges facing our global institutions, from environmental decline and the failure of existing international security mechanisms to mass population flows and the crisis of sovereignty and civil society engagement. Readers may not endorse every one of their suggestions, but they are invited into a fascinating game of ‘what if’ and ‘why not?’ It is an invitation that should not be missed."

Ambassador Donald Steinberg, Board member, Center for Strategic and International Studies

"The bold idealism championed by Lopez-Claros, Dahl and Groff is just what the planet needs, with not a moment to lose if we are to halt and reverse the trajectory of imminent disaster on which we have set ourselves. As a former Ambassador to the United Nations with first-hand experience on the UN Security Council, I applaud the vision laid out for transformational change grounded in past institutional experience."

Amanda Ellis, Executive Director, Julie Ann Wrigley Global Institute of Sustainability

"Global Governance is a book of exceptional breadth and vision, written for an unprecedented period in the historical evolution of humankind. Defying the cynicism and myopia that often define the political culture of our times, it dares to state the obvious truth that global interdependence is an inescapable reality, and that far from naive idealism, building effective global institutions in the 21st century is a matter of survival for our species."

Payam Akhavan, Professor of International Law, McGill University